2018 TOURNAMENT RESULTS

**Men’s Division**

*Champion:* University of Wisconsin - White

*Runner-up:* University of Northern Colorado

*Championship Final Score:* 62-51

**Men’s All-Tournament Team**

*MVP:* Trevor McQueeney, University of Northern Colorado

Marcus Johnson, University of Northern Colorado

Brian Mays, University of Wisconsin - White

Jordan Nolle, University of Wisconsin - White

John Oyler, University of Louisville Diaper Dandies

**Women’s Division**

*Champion:* The Ohio State University

*Runner-up:* Ohio University

*Championship Final Score:* 40-33

**Women’s All-Tournament Team**

*MVP:* Kelly Wurth, The Ohio State University

Monique Evans, The Ohio State University

Lauren Herron, Ohio University

Elizabeth Smith, Ohio University

Rachel Blake, University of Dayton

**All-Tournament Officials**

Kristian Pullam, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater

Quaniece Spearman, Mercer University

Jack Schmiesing, Miami University - Ohio

Leah Johnson, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Greg Danielson, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Austin Scheel, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Cameron Cook, University of Kentucky